Abstract-The FlexCore processor is the resulting implementation of an exposed datapath approach conceptualized in the FlexSoC programme. By way of a crossbar switch interconnect, all execution units in a FlexCore datapath can potentially communicate, allowing the inherent hardware parallelism to be utilized. This interconnect enables configuration of a datapath to match an application domain, for example, by way of datapath accelerators. The baseline FlexCore is a general-purpose processor (GPP) and since all FlexCore configurations are extensions to the baseline, they offer GPP functionality as complement to the domain-specific functionality. This paper gives an overview of the implementation of complete FlexCore processors, accompanied with discussions on datapath interconnects, datapath extensions and instruction decompression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic systems are constrained in many dimensions: They must provide high enough performance under strict constraints on the energy expended, they must retain the flexibility associated with processors, and they must have support from an advanced development environment in which software can be developed and the design space can be explored. Processors are vital to electronic systems as they offer post-fabrication flexibility, but the generality of a processor is associated with overheads that cause inefficiencies [1] .
The FlexCore processor was conceived within the FlexSoC programme, with the goal of combining high performance, energy efficiency, and flexibility [2] . In recent years, a complete HW/SW development environment has been developed [3] for FlexCore in order to provide a solid implementation methodology. The transport triggered architecture (TTA) [4] is another exposed datapath architecture. The TTA takes a more interconnect-centric approach where the compiler has control over a set of internal transport buses. The buses are used to transfer data between the units within the datapath and operations are performed on the data as a side effect to where the data is moved. The no instruction set computer (NISC) [5] and static pipelining [6] approach bear the closest resemblance to FlexCore in both concept and methodology. While FlexCore is a template of a processor architecture that can support a certain level of general-purpose functionality, NISC mainly targets narrower application domains. Furthermore, in NISC, information about the datapath interconnect is not considered at a fine-grained level but, reminiscent of high-level synthesis, a datapath and the resulting interconnect are generated from the application control-flow/datagraph and profiling information from application execution. Referring to the fact that the compiler statically determines the pipelining of each processor portion, the static pipelining approach explicitly targets general-purpose computing. This approach is not design-time configurable to meet the needs of a particular application domain, so datapath variations are not considered. Based on an exposed datapath, FlexCore is not a rigid architecture, but rather a template with the following key features:
• Exposed datapath: The datapath control signals are exposed to the compiler as a wide control word, called the native instruction set architecture (N-ISA). The exposed datapath allows the compiler to harness the datapath parallelism more efficiently than in a fixed ISA architecture.
• Rich interconnect: Since the ISA is not fixed, a FlexCore datapath can contain an arbitrary set of datapath units and an interconnect that allows for an arbitrary set of communication paths. An extensive datapath interconnect allows the compiler to work under the assumption that any two datapath units can communicate, thereby unleashing all inherent parallelism.
• Instruction decompression: An on-the-fly instruction decompressor translates shorter instructions stored in memory-the application-specific ISAs (AS-ISAs)-to N-ISA (Fig. 1 ). The efficacy of this scheme is contingent on the hypothesis that the AS-ISAs can be more densely coded than the N-ISA, that is, that the task running on the processor only requires a subset of the datapath resources for its execution at any particular time.
• Datapath extensions: Thanks to the exposed datapath and the rich interconnect, it is straightforward from a hardware point of view to extend the basic datapath with more execution units.
The following sections present parts of the FlexCore architecture (Sec. II), and the HW/SW development environment (Sec. III). Sec. IV describes the impact the interconnect configuration has on processor performance and energy. Sec. V presents a validation of a complete FlexCore system as well as evaluations of performance and energy for the combination of an exposed datapath and an instruction decompressor. Sec. VI describes studies done on datapath extensions, using accelerators, to reduce total processor energy.
II. ARCHITECTURE
We will briefly review the FlexCore architecture, with emphasis on the datapath template, the instruction decompression, and the need for instruction scheduling across basic blocks.
A. Datapath
The datapath template of FlexCore assumes an interconnect that potentially supports communication between any two datapath units. As shown in Fig. 2 , an output of a particular unit (an output port) is connected to a register. The output of the register is routed to several input multiplexors, each driving an input of a unit (an input port). Assuming M output ports, N input ports, and N log 2 M control signals, the interconnect template can at most support N · M communication paths. This is called the full interconnect configuration. While it supports a very high degree of parallelism, many of the supported paths are never used during application execution. An efficient configuration includes only the interconnect links that provide useful parallelism and, hence, reduce application execution time. Communication paths that are never used should clearly not be implemented, in order to limit the overhead, see Sec. IV.
As will be described in Sec. VI, the FlexCore datapath can be extended with several execution units, but the basic datapath consists of a very rudimentary set of units (Fig. 3) . The two buffers are included to make this FlexCore datapath identical-with respect to datapath units-with the MIPS R2K datapath [7] , a simple and wellknown in-order five-stage pipeline architecture. The datapath operations can be expressed as register-transfer notations (RTN), where an operation can be performed on output port registers of the various datapath units. The output port from where a value is being read represents the address of the interconnect multiplexor, while the control signals to a specific datapath unit represent the operation. Concatenating the RTN instructions of all datapath units for one clock cycle creates one N-ISA. Fig . 4 shows an instruction decompressing technique based on partitioned look-up tables (LUTs) that was suggested in an earlier work [8] , but for the implementation that will be evaluated in Sec. V-A the technique has been further developed into a process of several steps: 1. Each effect of the N-ISA (e.g., ALU opcode, register file read/write addresses, and interconnect addresses) is specified in a configuration file that is automatically generated for each FlexCore configuration. Effects can be manually grouped or marked to not be stored in a LUT, so-called RAW effects. This helps to reduce the search space as many small effects can otherwise cause a large number of potential solutions. RAW effects are simply passed directly from the AS-ISA to the N-ISA and are not considered by the following steps. 2. The process starts by combining N-ISA effects into all possible permutations within configurable bit-width limits of a LUT. The bit-width limits are enforced to further reduce the total number of possible LUTs and, thus, the search space. 3. All N-ISA instructions of an application are inspected to identify all unique bit-patterns for each LUT. For each LUT, the maximum number of entries required across all applications are also recorded. 4. Given the set of all LUTs, all permutations of these that form a valid N-ISA are created; these are the possible solutions. Each bit of the N-ISA is represented in one and only one LUT. 5. All possible solutions are processed to calculate the width of the compressed AS-ISA and the total bits for the LUTs, across all applications. We impose the requirement that AS-ISAs should be equal or shorter than 64 bits, and then we find the least number of LUT bits. 6. Given this configuration, AS-ISAs can be generated by converting bit-patterns in the N-ISA to the corresponding address in a LUT. 5 shows the required number of LUT bits for different AS-ISA widths, when different RAW effects are selected. The shown results are for a FlexCore with a 60-link interconnect identified in our earlier work [3] , see Sec. IV. The results are generated using the EEMBC autocorrelation (Autcor), convolutional encoder (Conven), fast Fourier transform (FFT), and Viterbi benchmark [9] . All results are for a decompressor in which the 32-bit immediate has been split in an 8-bit RAW part and a 24-bit part that is stored in a LUT (IMM=8). For the data set called RAW=RF, the register file read addresses are represented as RAW effects that are not stored in any LUT. The data set called RAW=RF/ALU has, in addition, the interconnect addresses for the two input operands to the ALU represented as RAW effects. The explanation that the configurations with RAW effects yield a smaller decompressor size is that the selected RAW effects have a high entropy as the register file and ALU are the datapath units that have the highest utilization. High entropy effects are difficult to compress and, thus, require many LUT bits to be stored. The figure shows that the LUT size levels off at around 64 bits, not yielding any improvement in decompressor size for larger AS-ISA sizes. The smallest AS-ISA obtained is 54 bits wide, requiring almost three times the LUT bit count of the smallest decompressor configuration.
B. Instruction Decompressor
During the execution of one application, the LUT bit-pattern can be changed by using certain reload instructions, leading to a reduced decompressor size. However, due to lack of compiler support for reload instructions, the results in Fig. 5 are limited to the decompressor being configured once per application.
C. Inter-Block Scheduling
One of the intrinsic disadvantages of exposed datapaths is that an instruction only controls the datapath in the current cycle. In contrast, in conventional pipelined general-purpose processors, control signals are delayed by pipeline stages and follow a hardcoded pipeline path, hence instructions from different basic blocks can exist inside the pipeline simultaneously. When considering N-ISA scheduling for a single basic block, the first cycle (Fig. 6 ) is limited to acquire data (e.g., through an RF read or immediate value). Only in the second cycle, data are available to perform operations upon. Similarly, if a single basic block is considered when scheduling the last cycle (cycle 8 in Fig. 6 ), the only operations that can be performed are an RF write and a store to memory. To perform any other operation would have no effect as its resulting data would not be consumed by any other instruction. The independent scheduling of two consecutive basic blocks, and the inefficiency that this causes, is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In order to improve the scheduling of basic blocks, it is desirable to merge instructions from one block with all its predecessor blocks. Fig. 7 shows when the two first instructions of block N + 1 have been merged with the two last instructions of block N . This type of inter-block optimization can have a large impact on the cycle count, but there are limitations: Due to resource conflicts, it is not always possible to move instructions to the end of preceding basic blocks. Furthermore, this optimization can not be performed if the branch or jump target is not statically known. While the environment in Sec. III currently does not support inter-block optimization, the evaluation in Sec. V-A uses optimized schedules.
III. PROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
In designing a FlexCore, one datapath configuration is initially assumed. Subsequently the compiler creates a schedule and the simulator generates different statistics. As part of the design space exploration phase, the designer may iteratively want to apply changes to the configuration, to improve different parameters such as execution time, power per cycle, or timing. When the proper configuration has been identified, implementation commences.
The processor development environment consists of a complex toolchain ranging from software development to circuit implementation. Since some tools have been developed within the research group, some are commercially available and some publicly available, a system of hierarchical makefiles that utilizes scripts greatly helps in the development process. The development environment shown in Fig. 8 has a software toolchain, with processor configuration, compilation, simulation and design space exploration tools, and a hardware toolchain for the implementation of a complete processor system, including data and instruction caches, and interface logic. The software toolchain handles the configuration and software verification of a FlexCore processor [3] . The compiler generates static schedules of FlexCore assembly instructions (the RTN instructions) for a particular datapath configuration. The compiler generates RTN instructions that can be simulated in the FlexSim simulator. The simulator also acts as the assembler to generate the N-ISA code that is used for VHDL simulation and as input to our hardware platform.
The hardware toolchain has a frontend that generates a top-level VHDL module and an associated testbench for a particular FlexCore configuration. All datapath units (e.g., the ALU) have been implemented and verified in advance, and their RTL code blocks reside in a code repository. The generated VHDL code can be synthesized to FPGAs for functional validation, or placed and routed in an ASIC technology for accurate timing, power, and area estimation.
With the exception of third-party, commercial tools, the complete development environment can be downloaded from the FlexSoC website [10] . Also, an open-source VHDL model of a level-1 cache system [11] was recently made available on the FlexSoC website.
IV. DATAPATH INTERCONNECT DESIGN EXPLORATION
For the baseline FlexCore datapath configuration (Fig. 3) , the full interconnect configuration for M = 9 output and N = 10 input ports supports 90 communication paths (Sec. II-A). Since the extreme level of parallelism that it offers cannot be exploited, the use of the full interconnect creates a significant area and power overhead, in terms of large multiplexors, many wires, and excessive number of N-ISA bits. a) FFT evaluation: Before the toolchain described in Sec. III was completed, a manual schedule was developed for the EEMBC FFT benchmark to ascertain what could be an energy-efficient domain-specific interconnect configuration. While the power overhead of the FlexCore with a full interconnect was 23% as compared to the reference processor, it turns out that the overhead of the 42-link interconnect configuration that is tailored to the FFT application was only 4% [12] . Since the execution time was significantly reduced, the total energy gain was 29%. It should be noted that among the 42 communication paths selected, we made sure to have support for all general-purpose paths that exist in the reference processor.
b) 60-link configuration: Although it always can execute general-purpose code, typically a FlexCore processor is optimized with respect to an application domain. With the help of the development environment outlined in Sec. III, it is possible to explore the design space and identify an interconnect that can service several different application domains. Using such an interconnect somewhat defeats the purpose of domain customization, but it makes for an interesting study on limitations. A 60-link interconnect was shown to be the most energy-efficient alternative when considering nine complete EEMBC benchmarks [3] . Since there is a large variation in the computing characteristics of the benchmarks, we clearly no longer tap the strength of FlexCore, however, still we can identify a 15% cycle count reduction and a 17% energy reduction in comparison to the reference. We also note that since the benchmarks are diverse, the performance and energy efficiency of different interconnect configurations, except the one of the reference, do not vary significantly.
c) Interconnect optimizer: Based on the environment in Sec. III, an interconnect optimizer was developed [13] . The optimizer invokes the toolchain to analyze the selected interconnect configuration. The resulting energy is considered and based on a genetic algorithm the optimizer makes updates to the interconnect configuration and reruns the toolchain. Preserving general-purpose functionality of the baseline datapath is a key FlexCore feature. However, to study limitations, the optimizer was used for the EEMBC Autcor benchmark to identify an optimal interconnect configuration of 51 links that offers a further 29% improvement in energy efficiency over the best configuration that was compliant with the general-purpose datapath reference.
It should be noted that all evaluations in this section were based on the datapath only, thus, the impact of the instruction decompressor needs to be considered. The following section will address more or less complete FlexCore systems.
V. IMPLEMENTATION, VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION
This section deals with ASIC and FPGA implementations of the baseline FlexCore. The first subsection presents an ASIC evaluation of the performance and energy efficiency of the FlexCore datapath and decompressor, while the other subsection deals with the functional validation of a complete FlexCore processor system, including caches, on an FPGA.
For both evaluations, FlexCore is assessed using the processor that served as an inspiration for the baseline implementation as reference, that is, MIPS R2K (see Sec. II-A). The two processors use identical datapaths units, but different interconnects; MIPS R2K has 33 links [2] , while FlexCore uses the 60-link interconnect identified to yield the highest datapath energy efficiency for nine EEMBC benchmarks (see Sec. IV).
A. FlexCore Processor Netlist Evaluation
We implemented the datapath and the instruction decompressor using Synopsys Design Compiler and PrimeTime for a commercial 65-nm cell library. Similarly, a MIPS R2K processor was implemented [14] . Netlists were generated for a common timing constraint of 2.2 ns, at 125
• C, 1.1 V and the worst-case process corner. Since the instruction decoder of the MIPS R2K reference is less complex than the implemented FlexCore instruction decompressor (Sec. II-B), the area of the MIPS processor becomes 31% smaller. Due to compiler restrictions, the LUTs are loaded only once per applications. However, the LUT implementation supports reloading of individual entries and uses clock gating to reduce power (Fig. 9) . Three different EEMBC benchmarks were used for this evaluation. Accounting for LUT load cycles, still the FlexCore is 35%, 30%, and 18% faster than MIPS for Autcor, FFT, and Conven, respectively [14] . The result for Conven is indicative of the fact that the C code of this benchmark has short loops and little instruction-level parallelism to offer. Power and energy values were obtained at the nominal process corner, using 25
• C and 1.2 V, by annotating the application simulation's switching activity files to the processor netlists. This evaluation showed that the FlexCore expends 24%, 12%, and 6% less energy than MIPS for Autcor, FFT, and Conven, respectively [14] . Fig. 10 shows a complete FlexCore system-to the right of the synchronizer-and the testbed-to the left of the synchronizer. To architect a system at minimal effort, IP components were used as far as possible. A number of the system components, like the AMBA AHB bus [15] , were drawn from the GRLIB IP library [16] . To validate the function of the system, we used a bus interface arbiter to test an FPGA version of the FlexCore processor when embedded inside the FPGA testbed. The bus interface implements a handshaking protocol to ensure reliable data transfers. The data bus at the interface is responsible for data directed to both the instruction and data cache, and also outbound data from the data cache. The bus interface logic on either side handles conflict resolution when necessary. Due to the restrictions imposed by the interface and dependencies between the caches, the data cache gets priority in conflict resolution and can stall the instruction cache.
B. FlexCore System Validation
The testbed was an ML-402 FPGA board that has 32 MB of onboard memory coupled to a Xilinx Virtex-4 SX-35 FPGA, which is large enough to fit the complete design. The FPGA version of the FlexCore processor was thoroughly tested for functionality. The complete FlexCore and the GRLIB components of the testbed together use 14,733 out of the available 30,720 4-input LUTs, 42 kB memory, and 3,952 out of the available 30,720 slice registers. A host of EEMBC applications-Autcor, FFT, bit manipulation, etc.-were tested and the FPGA FlexCore ran them all successfully to completion, thus, validating the functionality of the processor system.
VI. DATAPATH ACCELERATORS
One potential benefit of exposing the datapath to the compiler is that special-purpose datapath hardware can be added to efficiently support the needs of an application domain. Assume there are recurring pieces of code that are too complex to be efficiently executed in basic execution units such as ALUs. In this situation we may extend the datapath by adding more execution units-datapath accelerators-to the FlexCore datapath. The energy reductions enabled by these accelerators are due to three reasons: 1) they speed up execution and shorten the time during which the processor is dissipating power, 2) they localize communication avoiding the switched capacitance on long buses, and 3) they use, to some extent, local memory that reduces datapath interconnect transfers.
Integrating an accelerator entails adding datapath circuits, extending the interconnect, and adding N-ISA control bits. Thus, the accelerated datapath will be larger and more power dissipating than the baseline datapath. Clearly, the overhead of accelerator integration has to be minimized. The key to energy efficiency is that the accelerators are used frequently enough to more than compensate for the overhead they present to the system. We use the term lightweight to emphasize that the accelerator circuits must be of a very limited complexity and size to be useful for integration in an exposed datapath. Still, constrained by complexity, as much as possible the accelerators should be versatile in the sense that they can be widely used.
Using the FlexCore framework, several projects have addressed the implementation and integration of lightweight and versatile accelerators in exposed datapaths, and the design tradeoffs involved in using such accelerators. In Sec. VI-A we describe an accelerator that can switch between the default 32-bit operation and a narrow-width mode in which two 16-bit operations are done in parallel and without any interference between the operations. The second accelerator in this review (Sec. VI-B) has a relatively simple core functionality. This allows for the use of several parallel circuits, each of which supports one standard of the function and which can be invoked by the compiler. Third, in Sec. VI-C, we target an application that has such challenging memory requirements that the algorithmic kernel must be divided into one accelerator part and one general-purpose part. In Sec. VI-D, finally, we show how the expressiveness of the datapath control word can be used to shut off unused portions of execution units.
A. Double-Throughput Acceleration
As far as DSP filter applications, these are often limited to a 16-bit dynamic range and thus the 32-bit datapath is not fully utilized. To more efficiently use the datapath resources in an exposed datapath architecture, a 32-bit multiply-accumulate (MAC) accelerator that optionally can execute two independent 16-bit MAC operations simultaneously was introduced [17] . This double-throughput MAC (DTMAC) unit has a circuit complexity similar to a conventional 32-bit multiplier. Since the accumulated results remain inside the accelerator, the DTMAC unit is a power-efficient solution as there is no need for datapath communication to handle the accumulation. Since the DTMAC unit also can handle multiplications, the multiplier in the baseline datapath in Fig. 3 can be replaced with a DTMAC unit. The datapath area overhead of this replacement is less than 2%. Since the interconnect ports are not affected by the replacement, the overall overhead is very limited. Table I shows evaluation results for three different processor datapaths (no instruction decompressor is considered here): The reference general-purpose processor (GPP) datapath uses a FlexCore that is restricted to the MIPS R2K interconnect, while the two FlexCore datapaths both use full interconnect configuration, see Sec. IV. Since the compiler can exploit the parallelism inherent in the exposed datapath, the two FlexCore datapaths show significant execution time improvements. The DTMAC accelerator further improves the performance by offering efficient parallel execution of the MAC operation. Since the DTMAC hardware overhead is limited, the power overhead is low and the shorter execution time can be turned into a substantial energy reduction.
The selection of the two EEMBC benchmarks was made in order to show the range of performance improvements that are possible. The impact of using DTMAC instead of MULT is more significant in Autcor than in FFT, because Autcor has many parallel 16-bit multiply-accumulate operations, while FFT contains quite few 16-bit multiply-accumulate operations in sequence.
B. Error Detection Using Cyclic Redundancy Checking
Cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs) are routinely done to ensure that data have not been compromised. Different applications have different CRC needs and this is reflected in the key polynomials being used, for example,
is used in ATM protocols, and CRC16 (p(x) = x 16 + x 12 + x 5 + 1) is used in XMODEM and X25 protocols. Running CRC on a general-purpose datapath rather than in a dedicated circuit is ineffective in terms of execution time and, thus, in energy. Since a dedicated CRC circuit for one standard is very small and entails insignificant overheads, we can save energy by integrating a CRC accelerator in an exposed datapath.
The challenge of introducing a CRC accelerator is to find a circuit that can handle different key polynomials in an efficient manner. Fig. 12 shows a lightweight accelerator that was built to handle not only CRC5, CRC8 and CRC16 (see above), but also CRC32 which is used in the IEEE 802.3 standard of local area networks [18] .
The evaluation, which was done using the PowerStone CRC16 benchmark [19] on the FlexCore datapath, showed that the addition of the CRC accelerator in Fig. 12 improved the datapath performance and energy efficiency by more than seven times as compared to the baseline datapath (Fig. 3) . The overheads of integrating this multimode CRC accelerator were limited; the area grew by 7%, while the timing was unaffected.
C. Error Correction Using Viterbi Decoding
Forward-error correction (FEC) is computationally challenging and thus FEC accelerators are vital [20] . Standalone accelerator circuits tend to be large, since the memory requirement increases exponentially with the error correction capability. An exposed datapath offers an interesting compromise solution using a mix of hardware acceleration-in a lightweight, memory-limited acceleratorand software execution-in the general-purpose portion of the datapath. To address acceleration of more complex algorithms, we recently described a Viterbi accelerator [21] . To complement the view of the previous two accelerator descriptions, we leave out all implementation details and instead focus on datapath integration and overall application execution. The Viterbi accelerator in Fig. 13 has its output registers embedded. The input data arrive only from the register file (RF) and the load/store (LS) units, which simplifies the input switchbox; an example on how the FlexCore interconnect can be configured based on application understanding. One 32-bit word goes directly from the RF unit to the Viterbi unit, while a 2-way multiplexer selects either one 32-bit word from the RF unit (In A) or the 32-bit word from the LS unit (In B). The output of the accelerator only needs to be routed to the RF and the LS units. Thus, the input switchboxes for the RF and the LS units need to accept one more data input. For evaluation we used the EEMBC Viterbi benchmark, which employs a so-called soft-decision algorithm. Fig. 14 illustrates the sequence of execution of this benchmark, with emphasis on the most computation-intensive parts of the benchmark. The evaluation showed that by integrating the Viterbi accelerator, the datapath becomes 20% larger, which directly impacts power dissipation (a 38% increase). However, thanks to the improved performance, the reduced execution time (90% for the total benchmark or 99% for the benchmark kernel) yields an 87% energy reduction for the whole benchmark [21] .
The overall design tradeoff is to balance the datapath resource so that it matches the application domain. Due to its complexity, the introduced Viterbi accelerator increases the datapath area significantly, but this is an acceptable overhead in the event the processor will run FEC applications frequently. The next subsection will show that, unlike area overheads, power dissipation overheads-both active and static-can be reduced by using the appropriate circuits. 
D. Power Gating of Idle Circuits
Operand isolation is used for the CRC unit in Fig. 12 to reduce the switching power of unused circuit portions. Although switching remains the dominating mechanism for power dissipation, the leakage power component is significant in advanced CMOS processes, especially in high-performance process technologies (low threshold voltages) at elevated temperature. Unless the power supply is shut off, an accelerator that is not used will still dissipate precious static power. If the complex accelerator is idle for a longer time, the accumulated static energy that is dissipated can become a major problem.
In contrast to operand isolation, introducing power-gating circuits on an accelerator is a very invasive design step. For example, the area increases significantly due to the special circuits and extra power supply wiring that need to be added to the physical implementation. This ultimately increases the switching power and makes it important to also consider the transitions between idle and active modes when minimizing the total processor energy. A scheme based on an exposed datapath offers some advantages in terms of mitigating the static power overhead. Since the compiler is directly controlling the datapath, it is possible to statically identify if an accelerator is idle for such a long time that it is worthwhile to shut off power.
It is not controversial to claim that it is effective to use power gating for large accelerator blocks that are unused during distinct execution phases when the current applications have no need for acceleration. The question we have pursued rather is; can it be effective to implement power gating on a more fine-grain level, shutting down datapath execution units.
We demonstrated that introducing power gating on the 32-bit multiplier can save total energy even when the multiplier is not idle for the entire duration of the application [22] . The power gating circuit infrastructure is shown in Fig. 15 and it is clear that power gating at execution-unit level has a big impact on the physical implementation. Still, for the two EEMBC benchmarks analyzed, shutting down the multiplier when it is idle can yield an overall energy saving. The actual saving depends on how common the multiplication operation is. For the Autcor benchmark, the multiplier is only used initially as shown in the execution profile in Fig. 16a . Since the multiplier can be shut down for a relatively long time, the total datapath energy saving can be as high as 14.2%, assuming a high-performance process technology. In contrast, in the FFT benchmark the multiplier is used more frequently (see Fig. 16b ) and thus the saving is limited to 8%.
Based on earlier studies [23] , [24] where the foundation of the techniques was laid, the use of power gating to reduce leakage power for narrow-width operands in integer arithmetic was comprehensively evaluated using an automated design flow for power gating [25] . Among the results from experiments in a 45-nm process technology, power gating of a 32-bit multiplier is demonstrated to yield an 11.6x static leakage energy reduction per 8x8-bit operation, at a performance penalty of 6.7%. Note that these numbers pertain to the arithmetic unit in isolation, not to the processor. 
VII. CONCLUSION
The presented FlexCore processor implementations have demonstrated our approach to using exposed datapaths for energy-efficient computing. Our processor development environment enables coimplementation and co-verification of software and hardware to realize and evaluate novel combinations of concepts such as exposed datapath control, rich interconnect, on-the-fly instruction decompression, and datapath extensions. The evaluations we provide show that the FlexCore approach intrinsically offers interesting possibilities. While the instruction decompression incurs an area overhead, it allows for a static schedule that can make efficient use of all hardware resources and it allows for domain-specific datapath extensions that can accelerate applications substantially. Although the FlexCore implementation work has come to explore many areas, there is still scope for further performance and energy improvements. As far as future work, many improvements rely on compiler modifications: For example, making the compiler support AS-ISA reload instructions (Sec. II-B) could reduce the size of the decompressor bit-pattern by at least three times [8] .
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